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OVERVIEW OF THE COLLECTION

Dates: circa 1960s?

Extent: 8 items

Language and Scripts: The collection is in English.

Name of creator(s): Jane Pender?

Administrative/Biographical History:
Jane Pender was an Alaskan author and journalist.

Scope and Content Description:
The collection consists of 8 black-and-white photographic prints of Inupiat women and children in Barrow, Alaska. For more information, see Detailed Description of Collection.

Arrangement: Not applicable

CONDITIONS GOVERNING ACCESS AND USE

Restrictions on Access: The collection is open for research use.

Physical Access: Original items in good condition.

Technical Access: No special equipment is needed to access the materials.

Conditions Governing Reproduction and Use:
The Anchorage Museum is the owner of the materials and makes available reproductions for research, publication, and other uses. Written permission must be obtained from the Anchorage Museum before any reproduction use. The Anchorage Museum does not necessarily hold copyright to all of the materials in the collections. In some cases, permission for use may require seeking additional authorization from the copyright owners.

Preferred Citation:
Jane Pender Photographs, Anchorage Museum, B1970.060

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information
Donated by Jane Pender in 1970.

SUBJECTS
Inupiat—Alaska—Social life and customs
Inupiat—Hunting—Alaska
Barrow (Alaska)

Detailed Description of the Collection

[Captions provided by donor? Descriptions provided by cataloger]

.1 - Eskimo Woman Cutting Child’s hair [woman in hair curlers and hair net cutting hair of screaming girl]
.2 - Eskimo Child Inside House [young girl near window indoors]
.3 - Six Eskimo Women in Kuspiks [sic] [six women tied together in pairs at start of three-legged race, Fourth of July celebration; women identified at AFN 2013 as, left to right: Sadie Neakok, Mamie Matumeak, Fannie Okakok, Rhoda Nageak, ?, ?]
.4 – Close-up Eskimo Child in Kuspik [sic] [young girl in printed parka standing next to building]
.5 - Two small Eskimo children and elderly woman [group sitting indoors; woman tentatively identified as Dora Alunik/Alunig at AFN 2013]
.6 – Close-up Elderly Eskimo woman inside house [woman tentatively identified as Dora Alunik/Alunig at AFN 2013]
.7 – [portrait of woman in printed kuspuk sitting indoors; identified as Suŋauravik at AFN 2013]
.7a - Two Eskimo men and two boys with seal on the ice [men inspecting carcass as boys look on, snowmachine in background]
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